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NOMENCLATURE 
- hot wire sensitivity to velocity fluctuations 
- momentum mixing region half thickness, to the left 
of the center line 
- thermal mixing region half thickness, to the left 
- hot wire sensitivity to temperature fluctuations 
- momentum mixing region half thickness, to the right 
thermal mixing region half ·thickness, to the right 
- instantaneous air cooling velocity 
-, specific heat of air at constant pressure 
- hot wire diameter 
instantaneous hot wire voltage 
- amplifier output, resulting from fluctuations of 
the air stream 
- amplifier output, resulting from an imposed square 
wave 
H - overall heat transfer coefficient of hot wire 
I - electrical current through hot wire 
i - square wave current 
K - thermal conductivity of air 
K1 - amplifiei constant 
Kv - voltmeter constant 
L - mixing ength, according to Prandtl 
lw - mixing length, according to Taylor 
M root mean square value of anemometer voltage output 
vi 
m empirical constant, correcting for effacts. of-wire· 
of finite length 
l - constant, defined as 
O< X 
.1.Ju Nuss e 1 t number, � 
P - pressure 
Pr 
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Re 
.r 
s 
T 
t 
u 
u 
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w 
X 
y 
z 
Prandtl number, 
turbulent Prandtl number, 
- heat transfer per unit area 
- instantaneous electrical .resistance of hot wire 
- instantaneous resistance of wire at air temperature, 
with current off 
- Reynold's number,� 
/.I 
- resistivity of wire 
- constant, defined as 0.3(� 0)
2 (�K;) 
- temperature 
- instantaneous wire tem�erature 
- .time 
- free stream velocity 
- velocity component in the x-direction 
- velocity component in the y-direction 
- velocity·component in the z-direction 
- longitudinal coordinate in the direction of flow, 
x�o corresponds to the location where streams start 
to m·x 
- lateral coordinate in the transverse direction of 
flow, y=O corresponds to the splitter plate location 
- lateral coordinate perpendicular to the x-y plane 
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- viscosity coefficient of air 
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mean time average of a term 
. - difference between instantaneous and mean time 
average values of a term 
- denotes output of wire one 
- output of wire two 
- sum·of outputs of wires one andrtwo 
- difference of outputs of wires one and two 
- maximum value of a term 
.( )min - minimum value of a term 
( )ave - average value of a term 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Two basic types of fluid motion'are known, 
.laminar and turbulent flow. Laminar flow is charac­
terized by essentially uniform flow of flu.id particles 
dU 
and obediance to Newton's_ Viscosity Law, ) = JJ d y • 
Many fluids have been found to -have dynamic viscosi­
ties (�) which are essentially �onstant and are con­
sidered to be properties of the fluid. The viscosities 
of gases can even be derived by the kinetic the�ry of 
gases and are found to be functions of the mean free 
path of individual molecules. Turbulent motion, on 
the other hand, can be described as � flow made up of 
macroscopic lumps of fluid which fluctuate in a random 
-manner. 
Most.fluid flows occurring in practical situa­
tions are cif a turbulent· nature. The fluctuations or 
eddying movements can produce substantial changes in 
the nature of the fluid behavior (e.g., greatly increased 
shear stresses and heat transfer) and conse�uently· are 
of much importance to the engineer dealing wit� them. 
Unfortunate�y, turbulent flows are not rea_dily amenable 
to -exact mathematical analyses. 
Turbulent flows can be categorized under the 
following headings: (1) homogenous isotropic flow 
(characteristic of flows downstream of a screen)-., 
( 2) ''Wall'' turbulencff ( boundary layer or pip·e flow) , and 
(3) free turbulence (jets or mixing regions). 
2 
The development of the hot-wtre an�mometer has 
permitted quantitative studies of the nature of turbu­
ler�ce j and forms the basis of the present experimental 
.-rn:�:L Corrsin, 1* in 1947 ,- developed equations enabling 
th2 measurement of both veiocity and temperature fluctu­
ations with a hot-wire anemometer, and his equations wi,l 
be extended to the present case. 
The present study was conducted on a mixing 
.region formed by the joining of two streams flowing 
parallel in a duct init' ally separated by a splitter 
plate ( see following chapter)._ 'rhis· type of flow is 
particularly conducive to the. study of turbulence because 
of the· absence of laminar effects due to walls. By 
s�A�ying two streams at-different temperattires, �twas 
hci)ed that some additional light could be shed on the 
relationship of momentum transfer to the transfer of heat 
in turbulent £low. 
Finally, the equations2 on which th� study is 
based should be noted. These equations are the Navier­
Stokes equations of motion and the energy equation 
*Cited literature will be referenced to the 
bibliography. 
3 
which have been derived assuming a ·continuum. The gen­
eral nature of these equations permits a mathematicai 
analysis of almost any type of Newtonian.fluid motion 
provided that sufficient restrictions are applied in 
order to reduce the equations to integrable forms and 
sufficient boundary conditions can be applied. Some 
researchers3 have questioned the applicability of these 
equations to turbulence, suggestirig that the scale of 
turbulence may approach the.molecular mean free path 
and hence violate the assumption of a continuum. Taylor, 
however, seems to have clearly established that the scale 
of turbulence is considerably larger than the mean free 
path. As a result, the Navier-Stokes equations are 
almost universally used in dealing with turbulence. 
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CHAPTER II 
RESEARCH FACILITIES 
The experimental nvestigation was carried out n 
a w  nd tunnel designed specifically or the study of a 
turbulent mixing region. The tunnel is O i ches sq�are 
a t e test section and the air flow is divided into two 
channels, by a splitter plate, up to the test sect on 
where the two flows are allowed to merge. A schematic 
of the test .section is shown in Figure l.* The facility 
has be n more thoroughly described by Iverso�,4 Goe15 
and Kascou as.6 
Kascoutas used screens mounted 15 inches upstream 
of t e end of the splitter plat in .an attempt to produce 
a th"ckened boundary layer. Because of the excessive tur­
bu nee he encountered, t wis decided to emove the 
screens, n the hope that·the flow characteristics of the 
tun 1 could be improved. 
The facility s instrumented with a hot-wire 
anemometer and related electronic equipment. The hot­
wire anemometer is capable of measuring average veloci-
ties and temperatures. t is also capable of educing 
·vo �age fluctuations which result from the fluctuation of 
*Figures 1 and 2 w be included in the text, 
al following figures will be shown in Appendix A. 
10" 
10" Di-I 
I-Tot-Wire Probe 
------ -·- - -- - -- ----
\..Movable Probe Holder 
Window 
Splitter Plate 
figure 1. Wind Tunnel Test Section 
10" DIPI 
l/l 
.. ' 
6 
�elocity and temperature in the air str�am. These fluctu­
ating voltages may be measured by the use of· a randqm 
signal voltmeter, and, with the proper equations, a rela­
tionship of the voltage fluctuations to the turbulent 
·flow p�operties can be established. A sum and difference 
control unit, in conjunction with the proper sensing de­
vice, permits the simu1taneou� operation of two hot wires 
in an X-array allowing experimental determination of the 
transverse component of velocity. The correlation of the 
longitudinal and transverse components of velocity can 
also be determined, as well as the correlation of the 
·velocity componen�s with temperature fluctuations. 
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CHAPTER III 
. EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND ENERGY 
The continuity equation based upon conservation 
of mass, the Navier-Stokes equations of motion based upon 
Newton's second law and the energy equation based upon the 
first law of thermodynamics form the basis for solutions 
to fluid dynamics problems. The following are the three 
equatiotis in vector form, 
at° d · (. - ) o a-f + IV t°V = 
-'-
D-V I � Gd � 2 � t'°pt=3p'v ivV)+pV V 
r'Cp QI= QE Di: D1: 
..... � + V·KVT 
· ( 3-1) 
VP (3-2) 
(3-3) 
_where viscous dissipation has been neglected. These equa­
tions obviously cannot be solved in their present form. 
It will therefore be nec_!3ssary to make some restrictive 
assumptions. 
The first and most general of these assumptions 
is that of two-dimensionaiity.6 This restriction has the 
effect of eliminating all w and olol terms. 
An additional assumption applicable to turbulent 
mixing zones is the assumption that the pressure is con­
stant throughout the flow field. This was observed tQ be 
true over the 15 inch longitudinal s�ction comprising the 
DP 
· mixing region in the present proble.m. Thus Dt _1s equal 
to zero. 
These assumptions reduce (3-1), (3-2) and 
to the foll owing: 
�� -t tx (,au) + fy (,av) =-0 
. ·(JU Uqjd +Vau.) _
J_ ug_ (e.Y. + �y)+y(�+�a) P a-r -+ ax 'iJY . - 3 r ax ax a 
dv 'J / . d a (.,( d V ( ·;l V d2 V) r>(� + u� +vrr_)=-:rJJay(ax + �)+JJ � + wa 
r'Cp(t; + u� t vPv)::: /x(K rn+ ]v(K�) 
8 
(3-3) ' . 
(3-4) 
(3-5) 
(3-6) 
A third and much more restrictive assµmption con­
cerns the density. The present case deals with low 
velocities (M<0.05) and a relatively small temperature 
difference (AT<40F ) .  Thus the density will not vary 
greatly, resulting in the derivatives of density in (3-4) 
being of smaller orders of magnitude than the correspond­
ing derivatives of velocity; therefore the continuity 
equation r.educes to divV= 0 which implies that the flow 
behaves essentially as though it were incompressible. 
Fluid properties such as viscosity and thermal conduc­
tivity which va·ry little with temperature may also be 
considered as constant properties. This approach has 
been used by other authors for similar cases.7, 8 
9 
Because there is no solid boundary in a mixing 
zone, velocity gradients with respect toy are much less 
severe than those in boundary layer flow. This has been 
demonstrated by several researchers.9 , lO The combination 
of this fact and the small value of viscosity of air can 
be used to produce �nether assumption, 6 that is, the 
remaining terms on the right of (3-5) may be completely 
removed. 
Now, examining the remaining terms of (3-6), it 
may be noted that the left hand side of the equation de­
notes the convective transfer of heat while the right hand 
side denotes conduction. Since the thermal conductivity 
(K) s very small for air, it is to be expected that the 
terms on the left greatly ou·twe·igh the t.erms on the right • 
. Thus the terms on the right may be eliminated. 
Rewriting (3-4), (3-5) and (3-6) in light of_ the 
preceding assumptions, the following equations are found: 
au. av 0 - �+� = '° (� + u au+ v au )=O} . . a-c. ax. av . 
,.o (ll + u� + v av )=O at. ax a y 
r>cp(:J + uH +vN) =O 
( 3-7) 
(3-8) 
(3-9) 
Each instantaneous dependent variable occurring 
in (3-7), (3-8) and (3-9) may be represented as the 
_summation of mean time average components and fluctuating 
10 
components. 6 For instance, the in�tant�neoui value of 
property 8 may be represented as 
B � B + B' (3-10) 
Now the instantaneous terms of (3-7),_ (3-8) and 
(3-9) may be written in the form of (3-10). Substituting 
these terms, taking a mean time average, and noting that 
there is no reason to expect the mean time average of U, 
Vi or T to vary with time, the following equations result: 
au +g__y_-=O 
ax. oY 
/)·ca�+ vg_JL)=-/J[�(u'v')+�(v'J2. J ,- ox a Y r1x. a Y 
;O C ( U a T + V U) = - L') C. [g__ ( u' T') + a.. ( v' T'} ] P ax a Y /- P itX - av 
(3-11) 
(3-12) 
(3-13) 
Since these equations are still too complex to 
permit solution, further simplifications are necessary. 
It may be anticipated that reductions can be made in the 
turbulence terms. These reductions,-however, will require 
adCitional ex��rimental information. 
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CHAPTER IV 
REVIEW OF LI TERATUliE 
A considerable body of work has been done on the 
problem of turbulence. Before attempting a review of this 
iork it appears reasonable to define the present problem 
more specifically, making it possible to limit the review 
to relevant material. 
The problem to be studied will be that of the mix­
ing of two parallel streams of air, flowing at the same 
velocity but at different temperatures. The initial bound­
ary layer will be considered, thus velocity distributions 
similar to those of a plane wake may be anticipated. 
Figure 2 shows the expected profiles- of velocity and tem­
perature. As shown in the figure, no geometric similarity 
of the two profiles will be possible.· The case will also 
be limited to that of low velocities and a small tem�era­
ture difference, as stated in Chapter III. 
Now it seems logical to study the work of previous 
researchers, 1n the hope that some insight relevant to the 
present study may be gained. The review will be divided 
into two sections, a review of the various phenomenological 
theories which have arisen and a review of the experimental 
work. 
A. Theories of Turbulence 
Because of the complicated. nature of turbulence 
u 
T 
�  
"' 
I,, 
Sp litter Plate 
�  Splitter Plate 
Figure 2. Anticipated Velocity and Temperature 
Profiles at x = 0 
12 
13 
it does not appear that a complete tinders·tandi�g of its 
mechanism may be attained. Since the values df prime, 
interest are the mean velocities and temperatures, a num­
ber of semi-empirical theories have been postulated in an 
attempt to build a mathematical basis for the investiga­
tion of the mean properties of turbulent flows. It should 
be noted, because of the oversimplifications introduced 
' . 
in these theories, · that even if some of the simplifications 
are proven false, the theories may still be of use if they 
permit the calculation of mean values in reasonable agree­
ment with experiment. 
Boussinesq,3 working with Reynold's idea of 
apparent shear stress, developed the first of these theo­
ries. He proposed a relationship betw�en the apparent 
shear and the velocity gradient, in analogy with the equa-
t�on for laminar shear. 
-- dt:i 
· TAPP = - P ( U: v·) . = P Em dY (4-1) 
A similar relationship has been proposed for the transfer 
of heat, analogous to Fourier's law for laminar flow 
(4-2) 
Unfortunately, the apparent viscosity (€ffl ) and apparent 
cpnductivity (E�) have tu�ned out to be complicated func­
tions of the local flow conditions, and thus of little use 
in the solution of the �quations of motion and energy. 
They may, however, be of value in relating the mechanisms 
14 
of heat transfer and momentum transfer. 
Prandtl2 developed the first workable phenomeno­
logical theory by making an ass1�p�ion about the mechanism 
of momentum transfer. He assumed that turbulenoe could be 
characterized by the coalescing of fluid into lumps which 
move as one body. These fluid lumps jump transversely from 
streamline to streamline, resulting in a transfer of momen­
tum. By assuming a characteristic.length over which tnese 
lumps traverse, he was able to  obtain 
tVI == i 1� (4-3) 
where � is the characteristic length and has c ome to be 
known as Prandtl's mixing length. Going further, Prandtl 
attempted to explain the ori�in of the lateral fluctu­
ations. By propos�ng a collision of two _fluid lumps 
_converging on a streamline from opposite directions, one 
with a higher velocity than the median streamline and the 
other with a lower vel ocity, he was able to say that a 
transverse fluctuation on the same order of magnitude as 
the longitudinal fluctuation arose when these lumps diverged 
after the collision. From this argument he wrote 
Therefore 
Jv' / -= C011 st )( {U'/ 
- - 0Z (dUJ2 \U'/_· lV'/ = con st x x x dY 
(4-4) 
(4-5) 
It may be reas oned that in the region of a positive mean 
velocity gradient the instantaneous fluctuations will have 
15 
opposite signs. Using this convention the ·mean time·aver­
age product of u' and v' may be relat_ed to· the product of 
their absolute magnitudes according to 
('--<' v') = - t l�'Hv'I ( 4-6) 
where t represents some fractional value. There results 
a relationship for TAPP, 
)A pp = - �(U'V') = .P t (ddU)z. . y (4-7) 
2 where L: has now absorbed both "t and the previously written 
constant.· 
The a:p:parent heat transfer may also be found by 
similar arguments, It must be pointed out, however, that· 
the arguments used assume that heat is transferred by the 
same mechanism, an assumption which may not be valid. The 
primary assumption is that 
IT' I = Q � . ( 4-8 ) 
where i· is the same mixing length that occurs in (4-3) . 
This results in an expression for tA,P similar to (4-7). 
du d­
jA PP� ,.,o c,, (v' T') :: ,,,a cf' t: Jy · i9 (4-9) 
It must be emphasized that this approach assumes the mecha-
nisms of mome�t�m and heat transfer to be the same, and 
consequently w�ll result in equal velocity and temperature 
distributions. 
Using the conclusions of Prandtl's theory, it is 
now possible to apply an order of magnitude analysis to 
(3-12) and (3-13) in an attempt to determine whether the 
16 
contribution of some of the te rms may be · negligible. 
By noting that the mixing region is much longer 
than it is wide, it is pos sible to assign orders of magni­
tude to s ome of the terms in (3-12) . Assume that a scale 
of _measure may be as signed such that u�,r ( free stream 
velocity) and x (downstream dimension) are of the same 
order of magnitude, and · define this to be of order un�ty, 
0 (1) . Now since the width of the mixing �egion is much 
less than the length, define Y to be 0(6 ) where 0 (1 ) ?7 0 ( $ ) .  
Substituting the relative orders of magnitude into the 
continuity equation (3- 11) , 
� + � = O -ax  aY  
QJ.D + � -= O 
0(1) . 0(6) . 
it becomes obvious that V is 0 ( 6) . 
(4-10) 
Utilizing thes e orders of magnitude, Kascoutas 6 
was able to reduce ( 3-12 )- to the form 
(
- d U  - c} U
) a /l.).' V' )  ;a U ax + _ V  aY :. - r'  oY \' ( 4-11 ) 
subject to experimental confirmation that :x (u' v ') < -'  fv lu:v? 
and that a 't<l'- < <  fv (u ' V ' ) • It should be noted that oX � 
Kascoutas found the s econd equation of (3-13 ) to be 
e�tirely O ( S ) , and thus decided it w�s negligible compared 
to the first. 
If in a similar manner the mean temperature (T) is 
ass igned to be 0 � l) , a similar reduction may be applied to 
17 
the energy equation. Substituting these values in (3-13) 
produces 
P C.p (U  tJ + v f$ )  = - ,Ocp [ fx (u'°T') + fy (.v• r') ] 
0(1) o(I) ) L o (u.'r') p Cp (ou} oiif -t o(o) o(.S) = -pep O(l) + 
Now it is necessary to make assumptions regarding the order 
of magnitude of (� T1 and lv 'TJ. Utilizing Prondtl ' s  assump­
tion that l u'/ is of the same order of magnitude as lVf it can 
· be reasoned by the same arguments that produced (4-6) that 
(u '-r') is of the same order of magnitude as (V'T1, 
0 (U ' T') = 0 (V' T ') 
. � . t,---;--') < .., :i... (V�T'' This produces the supposi tion that  \.� T ..... av I and 
thus the term /x (.u'TJ may be dropped from (4-12) , resulting 
in 
(4-13) 
One of the more pertinent facts about this analysis is that 
no assumpti ·ons have been made about the . magnitude of / T'l . 
Th.us i t  may be pos�ible that the term con taining  V'T' is 
actually small compared to the other terms of (4-13) , 
though · this is not the anticipated result. 
Taylor , 3  in comparing the transfer of momentum 
with that of heat in free turbulence , reasoned that their 
mechanisms would be fundamentally different. Rather than 
corresponding directly with momentum transfer , he thought 
the transfer of heat would correspond to the transfer of 
vorticity.  By defining a vorticity term 
, ( d a a v ) 
W =- z a y - a x  
18 
( 4- 14 ) . 
and utili zing Euler's equati on of moti on, he was able to 
develo p  an equati on for the apparent shear. 
I n2 (d u)z 
· JAPP == 2 '° A W  dY (4-15) 
This expressi on is essentially the same as ( 4-7 )  with � �  
i dentical to 'lf i . However, since he pre dicte d that heat 
would be transferred in correspondence with vorticity 
rather than momentum, a slightly differe nt expressi on for 
· the apparent heat transfer re iulte d. 
n 2  d cT T 
<t Al'P = t° Gp ,.\J dY · ·rv ( 4-16 ) 
Thus, in terms of  Prandtl's the ory, the mixing length for 
heat was longer by a factor of 12' than the mix ing length 
for momentum. Since it is a frequent assumpti on, in work 
with free turbulence, 3 that the . mixing · length is propor­
ti onal tci the width of the mixing region, this leads to  a 
predicti on by Taylor's the ory that the observed width of 
the temperature mixing regi on will be wide r than that 
observed f or momentum. 
Later, in 1942, Prandtl proposed a new the o ry of 
free turbulence t o  account for some discrepancies discov­
ered  in his original idea. Basing his theory on an 
assumpti on of similarity of velocity profiles with X ,  he 
reasoned that the ratio of mixing length· to  mixing regi on 
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width is constant at s imilar points in the · velocity profile , 
L y b = con s t  x b (4�17 ) 
Based on this, his theory could be expres sed as 
( 4- 18) 
where X is an empirical constant and b is  the width of the 
turbulent mixing region. A constant coefficient of tur­
bulent conductivity can be expre.s sed in a similar manner. 
Prandtl's new theory, however, contained no assumptions 
relating the transfer of momentum to that of heat. Thus, 
on the basis of his theory, knowledge of the velocity pro­
fi le is not sufficient to predict a corresponding tempera­
ture distribution. 
The similarity theory proposed by Von Karman is 
another development worthy of note. His theory is based 
on ideas similar to Prandtl ' s  original theory. Rather 
than a constant mixing length, he postulated a relation-
ship for 2 , · 
(d U /d Yl l == <X ( 4-19) (d 2 U./ d yJ.) 
where c( is a constant. This resulted in a relationship 
for the apparent shear stres s, � 
-z. (d U /d Y) 
)Ap,o -= ;a �  (da u Id yzy2. ( 4-20 
This relationship when applied to heat transfer, however, · 
contributes no new information to the relations hip of heat 
and momentum transfer. 
In summary, the theories presented represent the 
foremost in phenomenological developments. · It may be  noted, 
however, that two theories, Prandtl's mixing length and 
Taylor ' s  vorticity transport theory, contain the only pro­
posed relationships between heat and momentum transfer . 
Since the analysis to be presented does not give an exact 
solution, but attempts to relate the apparent shear stress 
to the apparent heat transfer, these two theori es will be 
t�e only ones �onsidered further. 
B .  Experimental Work 
, Since no experimental data is available consid­
ering cases where the velocity profile· is dissimilar to 
to that of the temperature profile, the data pre�ented in 
' this section will not be di rectly applicable to the present 
study. It is to be expected, nevertheless, that some of 
th� data may be qualitatively applicable to the present 
cas_e. 
Several researchers who s�udied heat transfer in 
merging streams at different velocities_ -and temperatures 
are cited by Abramovlch. 11 · None of these researchers, 
however, considered the initiai boundary layer. From the 
data presented, Abramovich draws several interesting con­
clµsions. One of these conclusions ls that the dimension­
less velocity _profiles are universal, that is, they · don't 
vary with changes in the downstream directi6n. He also 
c_.oncludes _that th_e dimensionless temperature profiles have 
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. . 
the same universality, and notes particularly that these  
profiles are unaffected by changes in the avera·ge veloci- . 
ties between the streams . Another obs ervati on is  that the 
dimens ionless temperature and velocity profiles do not 
coincide ,  and in fact the thermal mixing region is wider 
than that of momentum. 
Ruden, �nother· tes earcher cited by Abramovich, 
measured the mean ve locity and temperature profi les in  a 
heated axial-symmetric j et d ischarging into still air. 
· He found the temperature profiles to be wider than those 
of velocity and to conform fairly closely to profi les pre­
dicted on the bas is of Taylor ' s  theory. 
In a s imilar cas e summari zed by Abramovich, 
· � , {,.v,i , {T==;,.·, Antonova measured the turbulence · parameters, v �  
(<lV'), (U ' T;, and (V'T') i n  an axial-symmetrl·c j et. He was able 
to produc e  distributions ·.of the longitudinal and lateral 
velocity fluctuations that could be reasonably described 
by dimens ionles s universal curves. It could be noted from 
plots of {,ii' and {V'1
1 
that the longitudinal fluctuation was 
slightly greater than the lateral fluctuation. The . other 
fluctuat ion terms shown showed cons1derable scatter.' It 
could b e  noted, however , that the correlation coeffici ent 
U''I' 
for the two velocity components, R .. v-= �{v� was considerably 
les s than the correlation coeffici ent for the longitudinal . c:r-r· 
compo  ent of veloc ity c :  d. tem pe rature., RuT-= {{?{P . 
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The experimental work in another flow case, that 
of the wake of a heated cylind er , is revie wed by Abram?vich. 
This case may be of interest in the present situation 
because, although the temperature d istribution is quite 
d ifferent from the prese nt case, the velocity profile is 
quite similar. Abramovich, in comparing the velociti and 
temperature profiles determined by two different research 
groups, Reichardt and Fage and Falkner, found the data to 
-give substantially better agre ement with Taylor ' s  theory 
than with Prandtl ' s  theory. That is, the te mperature pro­
file showed a notably greater spread than the ve locity 
profile.  
Oorrsin and Uberoil2 performed a thorough experi­
mental study on a round, heated jet discharging into still 
air. A number of cases were co?sid e red, with the tempera­
ture d ifference between the jet and the atmosphere ranging 
from 15 ° 0 to 300 °0. They -again confirmed a more rapid 
spread of the thermal mixing region than that of momentum. 
They also found the velocity and temperature fluctuations 
to vary with their respective gradi ents in a manner which 
gave qualitative support to the phenomenological _ ide a  of 
a constant mixing length. 
From the viewpoint of the present study, the most 
interesting point of Corrsin ' s  study-was a d irect experi­
mental calculation of a turbulent Prandtl number, defined 
as 
= (u'v') . JT/ay 
Cv' T? a u.1a y (4-21 ) 
The study found the turbulent Prandtl number to be roughly 
0 . 7  over most of the jet width. Unfortunately , near the 
j e-t axis and the outer edge of the jet the calculati�n 
became more or les s  indeterminate. Corrsin particularly 
notes that the turbulent · Prandtl _ number is equal to the 
laminar Prandtl number of air within the probable accuracy 
bf the experimental measurements . Other researchers , 13 , 14 
however , have noted turbulent Prandtl numbers ranging from 
0 . 6  to 0.8 in different fluids with . laminar Prandtl 
numbers ranging from 0. 7 to 785. 
Corrsin also considered the effect of density 
changes due to temperature on the s pread· of the jet. He 
found the hotter jets, that is t he jets - of lower density , 
to exhibit a more rapid spread of momentum. This effect 
of ·den sity has been confirmed by researchers 7 . working with 
gases of different densities , who have found that jets 
of fluid of lower density than the surrounding medium 
spread more rapidly than do jets of higher density • .  In 
addition , while working with two different gases , these 
workers have found the distribution of mass to spread 
more rapidly than momentum , in a manner similar to the 
pread of temperature. Thus , the more rapid spread of 
temperaiure than momentum appears to be due to the scalar 
properties of temperature as opposed to the vector nature 
of momentum. 
In con junction with Kistler, 15 Corrsin has also 
produced a statistical and experimental study on the nature 
of boundari es of turbulent flows. Though the statistical 
analys_is is beyond the scope of this paper, the experimen­
tal results are of great interest in illuminating the na­
ture of free turbulent flows. Evid�nce has b en produced, 
both photographically and with the aid of a hot-wire ane� 
· mometer, that the boundaries of turbulent mixing regions 
are fa from uniform . In fact the picture is that of small 
turbulent eddies being convected by large eddies along the · 
edge of the mixing region. This results in tbe boundary 
areas being turbulent for fractional periods of time, 
while in the other periods of t�me the areas are in the 
undisturbed flow. By def1ning an intermittency factor (o) 
which represents the fractional period of time for which 
the flow is turbulent at any locality, measurements can 
be made which show the nature of the turbulence. Using a ,  
which has a value· of zero for nonturbulent flow and a 
value of unity for flow which is continuously turbulent, 
Corrsin has shown that 1 does not reach zero until it is 
substantially further from the center of flow than the 
boundary determined by the mean velocity. In addition, 
t does not reach the value unity until a _point very near 
the centerline of the mixing regi on is reached. Thus , 
large areas of the mixing region may not be turbulent �t 
any particular instant. 
C orrsin also made studies of the intermittency in 
turbulent b oundary layers. In these studies he found that 
the intermittency factor became unity near the boundary and 
approached zero near the · free stream. Unfortunately , n o  
data was taken for the case of a mixing region with an 
initial b oundary layer. The effect of a b oundary layer on 
the intermittency of a mixing region is therefore still 
open for discussion. The effects of intermittency on heat 
transfer were n ot c onsidered. 
In summary , Corrsin ' s  study gives much insight 
t o  the nature of turbulence , but at present is n ot suffi­
ciently developed to permit engineering application to 
turbulent flows. The phenomenological theories are still 
of value in  -the solution of problems , and further data may 
extend their value. F or these reasons , the present study 
will attempt to develop the idea  of a turbulent Prandtl 
number in the hope that it may be found to have practical 
importance. 
CHAPTER V • 
ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Recall equations (4-11) and ( 4-13 ) which have 
been reduced to a form applicable to the present problems. 
( 4�11) 
( 4-13 )  
These equations have been reduced · to the present form 
through the use of Prandtl ' s  mixing length theory and an 
order of magnitude analysis. 
Before application of these equations to the pres­
ent case, a further justification should be presented. 
First, the assumption that Olu ') ::c O(.v') was based on Prandtl' s 
analysis. This appears to have been verified for numerous 
oases . Nevertheless it is felt that this assumption 
requires experimental vet1fication in the present case � 
Next, consider the assumption that tx tu'l · <.<. /y (u'v1. 
Due, at least part�ally, to the intermittent nature of the 
boundary of the mixing region, the terms-(µ'vj and (µ')i may be 
expected to pass through a �ignificant �ange of intensity 
across the width of the mixing region . If the - turbulence 
becomes more· intermittent toward the edge of the mixing 
region, the measured magnitude of these terms may be 
expected to drop Significantly, even if the intensity of 
the individual small eddies in this region 1s relatively 
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high. Thus the transve rse gradient of ( U' V' )  ls expected 
·to be quite large . On the other hand , unless the flow , 
rapidly becomes more inte rmittent as it proceeds down­
stream, or th e small eddies rapidly die out, the longi-
� tudinal gradient of ( U.' )  should remain small. It may thus _ 
be expected that f�(µ'f will be small in comparison with 
fy(u' v') •  _ _ One point where ·f x. (u ')
2 . and ty(u' v') may be of the 
same order of magnitude would be close to · the downstream 
end of the splitter plate , whe re the original solid bound­
ary has become a free shear layer. Since a relatively 
thick boundary layer is anticipated, due to the nature of 
the wind tunnel , the effect of the initial sharp discon­
tinuity should be at least partially nullified, and the 
assumption that fx (u')2 <. <. jy(u.' v') should be reliable in 
that region. Because of the rather loose nature of the 
the preceding argument , e�perimental verification of the 
assumption is necessary. 
Since the �urbulence terms of the energy equation , 
(U'T') and (IT) , are expected  to arise in the same manner 
as those of the equation of motion, a discussion-of these 
terms will give the same result as the previous argument. 
That is, it may be anticipated tha ' the transverse gradient 
of · these terms will be significantly greater than the 
longitudinal gradie�t. Looking further at the temperature 
fluctuations, it can be se en that they arise when a fluid 
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at some temperature i s  convec ted by t�rbul�nt· eddies into 
a region of different te :::ipe rature. The temperature flu,c tu­
a ti ons s hould, therefore, b e  greate s t  where the temperature 
gradient and velocity fluctuations are greates t. The 
magnitude of the temperature fluc tuations s hould be direc t­
ly related to the magnitude of the velocity fluctuations. 
A comparison of . the term -(T' )2- with the terms ( Lt )' and ("vJ­
is thus ·of some interes t. The initi.al assumption that 
..£. (u'T ') < <  � (v' T') -ax aY should also  be confirmed by experiment. 
Assuming the verity of equations ( 4-11) and 
( 4-13 ) ,  turn now to a di s cussion of the turbulent Prandtl 
number �  By  comparing the equations for turbulent motion 
with those for laminar flow in a similar case, it is felt 
that considerable appreciation - may be gained for the tur­
bulent Prandtl number . 
The equations7 for a mixing region in laminar 
flow are 
!° ( U � + V � )  -= fy(JJ �� ) ::  gy (Jj) ( 5 - 1 ) 
r' Cf ( u g +  V � } � � (K fv) ::. fy (- ji) ( 5- 2 ) 
where the subs c ript e denotes the laminar cas e .  Dimen-
sional analy sis of these equations has yielded the 
dimensi onles s group3 called the Prandtl number, Pr : K , 
which express es the ratio of the molecular diffusion prop­
erties of momentum and heat. The relative thickness of 
momentum and thermal boundary layers has been found to be 
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a function of Pr in a number of lam riar cases·. 
Now comparing equations (5-1) and ( 5-2 )· with 
(4-11) and (4-13) , it can be seen that the . left hand side 
of the turbulent equations are similar to the laminar 
equations, assuming that the mean time average values 
for the turbulent case are analogous · to the values in the 
laminar case. Because of the similarity of the left hand 
sides of the equations, it seems reasonable to propose 
an analogy relating the right hand sides. Since the 
· assumption has already been made, in Chapter III, that ,4 
sees relatively small variation for the present case, the 
right hand sides of (4-11) and (4-13) may be written 
tv (- ,,.ou' v') and �Y(-,,OCpV'T') respectively. At this point 1 t 
should again be noted that 1n ·actuality, � is a function 
of the temperature. If a mean value . of f) is used, similar 
to the film values utilized in many boundary layer prob­
lems, and the temperature range is small, the error intro­
duced should be small. 
Continuing the analogy, note that the right hand 
sides of the liminar equations represent derivatives of 
the laminar shear stress and the laminar heat transfer. 
Because the mean values of velocity and temperature appear 
to• show effects similar to those of greatly increased 
viscosity and conductivity, and because of the similarity 
of the left hand .sides of the equations,_ it appears 
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logical to assume that the right hand · sides· of ( 4-10) and 
( 4-13 ) are also derivatives of a shear stress and a hea� 
transfer term, respectively. Util i zing these assumptions, 
the right hand sides of the turbulent equations may be 
writ ten 
(5-3) 
(5-4) 
Thus the equations f�r the shear str�ss and the heat flow 
become 
� = - r'(u' v1 
'f-: -a ;O C f1 (V1 T') 
(5-5) 
(5-6) 
for turbulent flow. In view of the assumptions made to 
obtain (5-5) and (5-6) , it must be noted that the equations 
are more truly definitions �han derived values. Neverthe­
less, they _ will have value in illuminating the physical 
relation�hi p between hea� and momentum transfer. 
To extend the analogy it is useful to employ 
Boussinesq ' s  concept of coeffici ents of eddy viscosity and 
eddy 
and 
Gonductivity. Recall that these have been written 
- -) . J U  � = - ,,'° (u' v '  :::: �,_ �  ( 4- 1 ) 
�--e =  ;O Cp (y' T ') = - £ ,df ( 4- 2 )  
The · terms €. and €t have now become analogous to 
the coefficients of viscos ity and conductivity of the 
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l r �inar flow equations . Because theJ are £unctions of 
tt9 flow field , rather than properties of the fluid, 1� 
is not reasonable to expect them to be constants . On 
the other hand, if heat and momentum are transfe�red by 
similar mechanisms in turbulent flow, their ratio may in 
fact be a constant. · rn analogy with the laminar Prandtl 
number, a definition of a turbulent Prandtl number may 
be given as 
( 5-7) 
Looking back at Prandtl ' s  mixing length theory 
and at Taylor ' s  vorticity transport theory it  may now 
be· observed that Prandtl's theory pred icts a constant 
value, Pr.c=- I 
l , and Taylor's hypothesis predicts Pr-c= ff' . 
It can now be seen that the turbulent Prandtl number 
could be a constant, even though the ·mechanisms of heat 
and mom�ntum transfer are not ide ntical. 
In an attempt to establish the physical signifi­
cance of Pr:.e , return to equations ( 4-11 ) and ( 4-13) . By 
rewriting ( 4-10 ) using the Boussinesq concept of apparent 
shear, multiplying by U and integrating with respect to 
y over half the mixing region width, there results 
t,,o ( U. 2 � + U i7  � ) d y  = r � ... Li !� d y  ( 5-8) 
Because of the expected symmetry of the velocity profile, 
it can be expected that an integration over the other 
half of the regi�n will lead to the same results. It 
may also .be expected that ·the mean velocity at y: o will be 
a min mum, Umin • At this point , for simplicity' , consider . 
the density to be constant, a supposition which as pre­
viously stated should not lead to large error. · Now from 
the continuity equation a value for v may be forind. 
l y -V = - d u. . y o o X (5-9) 
Substituting ( 5-9 ) , int��rating by parts and making the 
crude assumption that E� remains constant , the following 
equation may be obtained. 
2 ,,a f' fx ( U 3 - (..(2. 'Ci. )  dy  == t r> c:.,,. ( uf - u!.1� ) ( s -10 ) 
By application of Liebnitz's rule, 16 (5-8) may be 
restated as 
or 
b 
f x l(u. 3 - u.2 a. )d Y = €,n ( u! - u�,,,) 
€.- = � )o\u'- uo U ) Jy  = d id"' ( I.,,.) 
,, , z � z . L-<t - U 711 ,'71 U b - u.,,, 
To obtain a similar expression for 
( 5-11 ). 
E 'I, turn to 
(4-13) . ·By symmetry arguments it is . apparent that the 
temperature at the centerline will be the average of the 
temperatures of each channel, ·lave . By applying the con­
cept of apparent heit transfer , multiplying ·by T and 
integrating over half the width of the thermal mixing 
region , there may be found 
i bT ( - - 2  - z )  r' o ·· · , U T_ - u T& d y = (5-12) 
where the assumptions of C Qnstant density and constant 
€ have already be�n applied. Now, by again using (5-9) 
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and integrating by parts, ( 5 -12 ) may · be written· as 
f ri ( u f 2 - u r: ) d y = f t°c i (T/- Ta!. ) · ( 5-13 ) 
Application of Leibnitz ' s  rule results in _a restatement 
of ( 5-13 ) .  
b-r d ( ( - - 2 - 2 )  
( 2 2. ) . dX ) 
0 
U T - U Tt, d y = E 'i 1j, - Ta ve ( 5-14 )  
Equation (5- 14) may b e  re arranged to yield an expression 
for Ey . � . . -
E-1 ::. fxt(U T:1.- Li T�) dy = fx (It) 
't,2 - Tfve T,/ - T/v11 (5-15) 
Consider now .the significance of ( 5-11) and 
( 5-15) . If a proper function for the veloci ty profile 
can be found, the integral of ( 5-11) may be evaluated to 
yield b as a function of X .  Similarly , substitution of 
appropriate velocity and temperature functions will give 
a thermal mixing region width from (5-15) . The assump­
�ions that E771 and c 'f are consta�t are. so  res trictive , 
however, · that these results may be expected to give only 
qualitatively correct results. 
Returning to the turbulent Frandtl number, sub­
stitute ( 5-11) and ( 5-15 )  into the definition of Prt , 
equation (5-7 ) .  ·An expression relating the relative 
widths of the thermal and momentum- mixing regions _results. 
P Cp (Tt - T.17vG) did �  ( 17?! - ( 5-16 ) r1: = uf - u�.71 d/d'i. ( Iy) 
Though this expression deals with just one half 
of the mixing region, a similar treatment of the other 
half of the region will give the same result. It should 
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be .noted that the equations leading t6-th1s · expr�ssion for 
Pr-c may be integrated over the full wid th of the· mixing , 
region if th velocities n each channel are not equal. 
It should also  be noted that while (5-8 ) is an exp ession 
of the mechanical energy of the flow, there is no particu­
lar p hysical significance to ( 5-12) .  Multiplying by T 
to obtain (5-12) may be simply regarded as a device to 
retain E i in the equation. Though this analysis has been 
qualified by several severe assumptions, it is hoped that 
the analysis is indicative of the possib le value of e 
turbulent Prandtl number. 
If Pr-c may now be confirmed to remain constant, 
a valuable physical relationshi� can be  established. In 
order to experimentally determine PY� , turn again to the 
d�f ni tion of Pr-c and substitute . the values of E,,., and €1 
from ( 4-1 ) and (4-2 ) .  The following equation results. 
(u' v1 a =t=/.a Y 
Pr1: -= w· r1 . a u.fa y  ( 5-8 ) 
Using this equation Pr-c may be experimentally determined 
fro point to p oint in a flow field. 
As summar zed in Chapter IV, Corrsin and Uberoi 
have performed an exper mental verification of Pr-c for a 
hea_ted, axi-symmetric jet discharging into still ·air • . They 
found Pr� to approximate a constant at 0. 7. If this value 
can be  extended to  other cases, a valuable· relationship 
may be  extended to the analysis of turbulent fl ows. 
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CHAPTER VI 
THEORY OF MEASUREMENTS 
Further reductions of equations ( 4-12 ) and ( 4-13) 
describing the present flow problem require experimental 
-i information about the turbulent fluctuation terms (U') · ,  
tV')i. , (T')2, lu' v'), (u'T') and lV' T'L This chapter will show the 
development of equations by whi_ch · these terms may be 
measured with the aid of hot-wire anemometry equipment. 
Corrsinl has shown that the voltage response of 
a hot wire to velocity and temperature fluctuations may 
be expressed in the form 
E '=- A U '  + B (6-1)  
where 6 and A are sensitivities to temperature and veloc­
ity fluctua ions, respectively. The present problem con­
sists of adapting (6-1 ) to the compensated constant current 
anemometer which was availaple for experimental use. 
The approach taken was to ( A )  determine the form 
of the electrical output of the anemometer in terms of the 
heat transfer coefficient of the wire and ( B) isolate the 
desired fluctuating flow properties in the heat transfer 
coefficient. 
( A) - Electrical Output of the Anemometer 
The sensor of a hot wire anemometer is essentially 
a long thin wire which is simultaneously heated by a con­
stant current ( hence no fluctuations of current will occur) 
and cooled by the mov ing air in whi ch l t is ·1mmersed. The 
obvious approach to the problem is application o:f an ene,rgy 
balance equationl7 to the wi re. 
( energy in ) : ( energy out ) + ( energy stored ) 
12 R :  (T w - T) H + 'f J JV (6-2) 
For the tungsten wire used, it has been experi­
mentally verified that t he wire resistance, over the range 
of temperatures enc ounter e d , vari e s  linearly with the wire 
t emperature. 18 Thus the equation for the relationship 
between resistance and temperature may be expressed 
T _ Ro + cl 
T* - R� +d  (6-3) 
whefe the ( ) *  represents an arbitrary reference point. 
Utilizing (6-3 ) , ( 6 -1 )  may be rewritten to give 
T* T * tu d R.. ( ) ,I 2 f< -:  R!+d (R - R.o) H + R°! + d  �T ;re: 6-4a 
t t N R.o +d or by defining a cons an = -;pr
N I2 R = � - R oJ I-I ·:-r '// 1: (6-4-b )  
Assuming now that _ the flow properties are fluctu-
ating, a fluctuation in wire resistance and heat transfer 
coefficient will be expected. These may be written in a 
manner similar to - (3-10) , R = R -t- R ' , l< o = Ro -t-R; , and H • H  -t_ H ' . 
By assuming the relative magnitude of these fluctuations 
to _be small, they may be substituted into (6-4b ) and the 
resulting higher order terms can be neglected, thus giving 
N 1 2 ( i( + R' ) =- (R -�o ) R -t (R'- R;) R -t-(R - iio) H' -r 'Y ��, (6-5a ) 
Taking the mean time average ( m. t . a. ) ,  (6-5a ) becomes 
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( 6 - 5b) 
Sub tracting ( 6-5b) from ( 6-5a) and noting that I R' = £ ', , 
( 6-5a )  may be writte n aft e r  some rearrangem�nt 
£ ' +  H� NI 2 1-e (E ' )  = t- NI2 [ R; H - (R - Ro ) H'] · ( 6-6 ) 
A compensated a. c. amplifier may be .used  to  give 
2n output proportional t o  the left hand side of ( 6-6 ) . 
_ n J  output of this amplifi er will - be in the f orml8 
, · d E I e.;. = K ,  ( E + A dt ) (6-7) 
In ord e r  to solve for the amplifier constant, K , , and to 
ad just the t�me constant � to match the wire time constant, 
a method using a square wave current has b e en d evised. 
Applying a square wave current to the hot wire, I s :  I +  i. .  
This  fluctuating current will induce a fluctuating resis­
tance , R = R + R�, due to heating e ffects. If at the same 
time the wire is immersed in still air at constant tempera­
ture Ro-=  R0 and H = H .  Sub s ti tu ting these te rms in ( 6 -4b) , . 
I E'  taking the m . t. a. , · subtra c �in5 and noting that I Rs = s 
an eo uation similar to ( 6-6 ) can b e  forme d. 
, � cl Es' _ 2 N I  2 L R 
Es + R -:- N I-z d -t  - R - N I2 ( 6-S) 
Now if the amplifier-c ompensation is ad j usted so 
that a square wave is the output when a _  square w�ve is the 
input, the time constant  of the amplifi er and the time 
con�tant of the · wire wi ll b e  e qu3l, � �  R - N lz • 
Thus , by writing 
e ( L ' 'l d E.� ) - J< ( E I + er d £ s' ) - K s =  k, z;;; s + /\ IT .- I s H� NIZ d. t: . - I 
2 N I°' (_ R 
Fi - N 1 2 
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the amp lifier constant, K, , may be found . 
R - N I' 
K , = €5 2 N I-z. i R  ( 6-9 ) ,  
Returning to  (6-7 ) and assuming that the ampli-
fier is properly comp ensated, (6-9 )  may be used to substi­
tute· for K .  
Fi - N I2. [ , 1./' e.; =- es  2 N 1.i l 'll £ + Fi - Nl,. � (£ ' )  J (6-10)  
� 
Utili z ing ( 6-5b ) · and ( 6-6 ) ·, defining _ CT= Ro, and defining 
e =-f  €f ( 6-10 ) may _ be wri tten in a convenient form. 
� I .B.� - j_ J:L. ( 6-1  ) e = :f es =- 2(0--1)  ftt1 2 H 
The term on the left of (6-11) is made up of electrical 
terms which may be measured quite readily. 
With the aid of a true root mean square voltmeter 
the terms on the left of ( 6-11) , which represent the out­
put of the hot-wire anemometer,· may now be _measured. Since 
two wires will be used, it will be convenient to let the 
subscr pt� ( ) ,  and ( ) 2 iepresent the terms arising from 
the individual wires, and the subscripts ( ) / +2. and ( ) , -2. 
represent those arising from situations where the output 
of the two wires have been added or subtracted by the sum 
difference unit. 
With the rms voltmeter, the terms M71 =� Kv, 
- 1 l · 
11 .,, -rV ::: Kv Jee; +  e-nY , and M'l'.'1 V+�= V �-f + e .;. :d, �2. can be 
measured. Here M� represents the rms value of the ane­
mometer output with the wire unheated, M� + v is the value 
with the heated wire immersed in the stream, M� � v� s is the 
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value with the square wave superimpos � d, artd Kv i� a volt­
. meter cons tant. By ass uming that es , -=- eu . ,  a condition , 
which involves the us e of wires with well matched proper-
ties, the following equations mar be written 
e·2 � r i)2 (M71�v)� - ( M?lt 
' - \.I (M 1l+v+l - (M11 . v),2 
( 6-12) 
e°2 ::: (.f-)2 (H,.�.,)� - (M,,): . . ( 6-13 ) Z i _ (M n i-v+ s )� - (M ,. + v); 
' Z ( )2 G ) 2 IM \ 2 · ' '2 ( )2 } 2 /, , ,2 . (e , + ei? = �i )  M '" � V  / ♦� - M� , - \f�91/z . .  = (t) lM�.v l 4";- ft1� ,  - \.��t ( 6-14 )  
(_M..,..+v+s) , .. - (t1.._..,v), (M'"" +v-, s) '2.- Q'1.,,.,.-)a 
(e _ e )2 -(-i,-)2(M,, • .-t�- lfl,,)�- (11,,); = (i )2 (H ... )� ••  -CH .. i-(H,l 1 2 - 1 (M'"��•s)� - (M'>14'v) ,'l ! (M,,wH): - (nM .. ): ( 6-15 ) 
With the electrical terms on the left of (6-11 )  
now in a form which may readily be measured, the remaining 
ol)' I\ J-1'  task is to describe Ro and 1{ in te�ms of the desired 
f�uctuating values of £..( , V , and T .  
(B) -· Des cription of Fluctuating Flow Properties 
The description of the fluctuating terms on the 
right of ( 6-11) requires the use of a semi-empirical equa­
ticin describing the heat transfe r coefficient, H .  Common 
procedure in anem6metry work ha� been to use King's for­
mulal7 
N" ::: A + B Rey2 
Thls formula has been verified for steady flow, but no way 
has been found to confirm it for the rapidly fluctuating 
velocities and temperatures occurring in turbulence. 
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Nevertheless, it appears to be the most satisfact ory qu�­
t 1 on available for ane�ometry work. 
Steady-state empiricism has led t o  the following 
form of King's formula, 
H = �o )
2 
:A [ . 3 + . 5 J ( f':D /
1 ] .  ( 6-16 ) 
Now expressing the air properties in terms of temperature, 
K =  K.;, (;-1t} g0 and JI :::. µ* (+*}:'and noting that for small 
temperature ranges /J�;0• ;: (6 � 16 .) ma.y be rewritten 
H ;;:.  • 3 (!z0)
2
(;.:)Git/16 [ I + ·,;' ( />;.0r ( v (i➔-
1
'
11 
i1 ] ( 6-17 ) 
Noting now that V is the component of velocity 
normal to the hot wire an expression can be formulated17 
Y-m. 
V = U ( s in  ,B) . 
to give the n ormal ve l ocity as a function of the free 
stream velo city ( U ) , the angle (fi) between the free stream 
d �rection and the wire, and an e�pirical c onstant (771) 
which corrects for the effects of a finite wire . Now, 
defining 
C = U (s I n 1-3) ½'n 
a revision of ( 6- 13 ) can be made . 
H = s (+*) '86 [ I +  (�.f ] (6-18) 
For further conve nience, several more definitions 
will be made .-
f = 
9 =  (C ) ½ I + -c. q  
H -=  f , g 
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Now, assuming that the fluctuations in H are small, which 
implies a small fluctuati on in both temperature and veloc­
ity , H ' may be approximate d by d H ,  thus giving 
Ji = 9-.i -f ctt t-1 g f 
. d f  is now given by 
d t  = . 86 s (;.)'8' slf 
(6-19 ) 
and since the fluctuations in  T are assumed small dT can 
be written as T' . Divid i ng by the . expression for f gives 
d f r:_ -r = -.86 =r-
applying a similar treatmentl8 to 9 . .  
'2 
d 9 (C ) � l d C _ J - (r of r) � 
T -= c� 2. [ I +  (�J� J e, - . 2 c 
sinc e  (�J 2 (, + (�t] = ff l - (I o/I)2 ] 
C may also be handle d  in the same manner to give 
d u '  v'· ' � t = u -t- 1i · 1n 7a'" r-s - /. 1 1  r 
Substituting ( 6�20 ) and ( 6-21 ) into ( 6-19 ) gives 
( 6-20 ) 
( 6-21 )  
I I II I :'\2 . ' . ' . ii: = O 8 6  I + I - t • !J [ J4.' + JC --- - l 11 f] ( 6-22 )  H ' T · 2. u Q -rn Ta" P ' . 
completing the analysis of the fluctuating heat transfer 
co�fficient. 
Turning now to the fluctuating resistance term 
c �  ( 6-11 ) i t  can be � o �ed that 
7 Ro + d  T + T '  
T.; = R� .;;i and T " 
,, -+ R; -+ d � 
Ro" +- d 
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Ey f i rst subtracting the m. t . a . equation .and then divid-
ing by it, the expres si on 
may be found. 
Ro' Ro + d T
1 
- - - - 7  Ro Ro ( 6-23) 
T his  portion of - the analysis may now be completed 
by subs tituting (6- 22 ) and ( 6-23 ) into ( 6- 11), resulting 
. in the. equation . i 
{ , . s , - . a, a- + io [ . (lo)2] z T · _ 1 - (: 1 [u ,  v · , 1 e = z. (cr-J )  + . 4 l7  J - I 5 r . 4 1A + Q m Ta"" .SJ ( 6-24) 
By  se tting A equq;l t o - ¾ [ r - {if] and setting 8 equal to 
the c oefficient of f' ( 6-24 ) may be written 
or 
e , :: A.  [ U' -f m T..,,s  -f ]  + a: -
f 
( 6-25) 
( 6 - 26 ) 
where the sign change depend s on the orientation of the 
wire . 17 That i s, if  two �i res are placed in a stream 
with the flow bisec t ing the angle between them, the sign 
of the Y' term will - be posi tive for one wire and negative 
IA 
for the other. · 
If it i s  now assumed that the two wires are well 
mat c hed , so that A , = Az. = A and 8, -= 8, -= B ,  the desired turbu­
lent fluctuation terms may be found by squaring ( 6- 25 ) 
and ( 6-26 ) and taking their mean time average. 19 The 
re sulting e quations are 
. e2 _ A2. (u ')
2 + A 2 (v 'F· + 82 (T ')
z. 
' - 0: '  771a . T.,i z/s l{ z  T 2. 
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+ 2. A :L (u 'v ') _ 2 A B  (u 'T') _ 2. A 8 fv:rj m , Ta .... ,a az.  u f m • Ta " �  Cf 1 ( 6- 27 ) · 
- C--,-)
2 A� �) 1-7') 2 e2 = A2. (,( + � lv ' + az -'- _ · 2 Ci 2. -m . T� ..,2 ,4 Ci z T z.  
_ 2. A
2 (u 1 vry _ 2. A B  (u ' T ') + 2 A B  (i;7=f') · m - r�.,,,.a a 2  Ci T m � �,.,a u T (6-28 ) 
. y s amming ( 6�25 )  and ( 6 - 26 ) , sq uaring,  and taking the 
.1e .... c .L ime · average of - the resul t ing e quation, the fo llowing 
eq  ati on results 
(e , + e2)' = 4 A
l (�'t - 4  A B  (�'�l + 4 B2 (�( ( 6-29 )  
Treating the d ifferenc e  of ( 6-25 ) and ( 6- 26 ) in a l i ke 
manne r ,  anothe r equation is 
(e, - e 2 )2 - 4 A
2 T-v? ( 6- 30 ) m2 , Ta �2 /3 (A 2. 
Equati ons ( 6- 27 )  throu0h ( 6- 30 ) re pre sent four equations 
with six unknowns. By changing the resistance ratio , 
�, at whic h measurements are take n ,  the co e fficients A 
and B will be. alte re d . rrhus by taking m easurements at 
two diff erent values of � ,  _ a  system of e ight e quations 
with six unknowns wil-1 oc cur. This - system may readily 
be solve d. Since ·the solution is rather lengthy, a 
c omputer program ( se e 
(u '?· the _ _ equations for  u
1. 
Appendix B ) was written to solve 
(v_1z (T' )i  (u7v,) (�) . 
u z. ' T , --a=i , Ci =r , and 
(1/'T'). 
Ci T • The te rms CT and T may t�en be found from expe ri-
mental curves of velo city versus wire current and 
temperature versus wire re sistanc e . 
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A brief summary of assump tions made in this 
analysis should be made , wi th an eye toward t�eir appii­
cation to  the present problem . The validity of King ' s 
equati on in fluctuating fl Gw was the most basic assump­
tion As previously sta ted, it  has not been proven but 
appears to give good resul ts. The next assumption is that 
the fluctuations involved, · b oth electrical and turbulent, 
will be small. This ·permitted ·the fluctuations to be 
represented as derivatives and the hi gher order terms to 
be neglected. Another c ritical restriction was the assump­
tion of well matched wires, an assumption necessary to 
allow the addition or subtraction of the output of the 
tw.o wires.  These last assumptions may be experimentally 
verified for application to the present problem. 
CHAPTER VI I 
DISCUSS ION OF RESULTS 
P i or t o  a discus sion of the experimental results , 
a brie review of the procedure used in the gathering of 
data is in order. The importance of the procedure used 
lies in its pos sible effects on the data gathered. 
One flow s tuation was studied, that of equal 
average flow velocities in both channels and a single 
average temperature diffe ential between channels. The 
average channel flow velocity use was 36 feet per cond 
and the temperature difference was 38 °F .  However, due to 
the lengthy nature of the measurements ,  it was impossible 
to  maintain these velocities and temperature differentials 
constant over the c omplete period of data accumulation. 
As a result , the velocity varied from· 33  to 36 feet per 
second in a channel while -� d fferent al in average veloc-
ties of up to  4 feet per second was observed between the 
channel s. The temperature difference between the channels 
ranged from 36 ° to 39 °F. 
By as suming a linear relationship between the 
resistance of the hot wire and the flow temperature, it 
was p os sible to  measure the temperature directly with the 
anemometer. This - relationship between resistance and 
temperature was experimentally determined ,  and a plot of 
resistance versus ·temperature approximated a straight line 
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quite closely. Mean velocities were · determined · by using a 
linear relationship between the square of the wire c r�ent 
and the square root of the velocity , a relati6nship w ich 
is widely used in anemometry. 
One peculiarity of the hot wire probe shoul� be 
noted. The Flow Corporat on booklet states that the wire 
cooling constant should · approach unity. The cooling con­
stant determined for the w res was found to be approx -
mately 2 . 0. One possible reason for this was a slight 
bow in one of the w res. This defect was noted , but 
because of the difficulty of mounting wires , was neglected. 
Possibly , the determination of (V')2 and (u' v ') could be 
ser ously affected as a result. The wire properties were 
closely matched , within 5%. The equations developed in 
Chapter VI should thus be applipable� 
Because of the nature of its construction, the 
wind tunnel.·itself may contribute substantially to experi­
mental error. The ossibilities of three-d imensional 
flow and induced v brations have already been discussed 
by Kascoutas6 �nd will not be pursued further. It must 
be noted that the high levels of turbulent intensity found 
by Kascoutas were greatly reduced in the present study by 
removal of screens which were intended to produce a 
thickened initial boundary layer. The present free stream 
intensities are about 1% , which is still quite high when 
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compared with the 0. 01 - 0. 1% recommehded by Kov�sznay. 20 
Keeping these factors in mind, refer now to th� 
figures of Appendix A with the hope that indicat ve results 
can be observed. 
Consider the order of magnitude analy �is made in 
Chapter IV. The entire analysis was based on the assump­
tion tha · O ( y ) <<O ( x ) .  Referring to Figure 3, it can be 
seen that over a di�tance of 15 inche_s in the x direction 
the width ( y  direction) of the momentum mixing region 
ranges from l½ inches to 3 inches, while the width of 
the energy mixing region ranged from ½ to 2 �nches. Since 
th� rate of spread of the region is not rapid, the order 
of magnitude assumption appears valid. 
The second assumption of the analysis was 0 ( l( 'z. )  
= O { v7i) .  Reference to Figure 4 and _ Figure 5 indicates 
that ( ?) is greate than ( t<'i) by factors ranging from 
2 to 10. Tha assumption , _ therefore, remains in doubt. 
There is evidence for most jets that ( U'2 ) is slightly 
larger than ( V'2.) o As mentioned previously, the high 
value of the wire cool ng constant could affect the meas­
urement of {V'') adversely. Since the ( V� ) term is propor­
tional to the cooling constant, this appears likely. One 
other poss bility remains. The hot-wire probe was physi­
cally attached to the wall of the wind tunnel. Thus 
transverse vibrations of the tunnel could c ause a motion 
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of the probe resulting in an exaggerated value of (02• 
A third assumpti on requi ring verification was the 
suppositi on that tx (uf < � 'fy (u ' v'). A brief perusal of 
Fi gures 3 and 4 shows t he curve of (u'
}2. / U2.m u to be 
quite . regular and smoo th, whi le the  plot of (l/ V' )  / U� u 
undergoes a rather sharp change at the centerline. Fig­
ure 4 shows . (u'}2 /U� a-<  t o· vary by. a maximum of 4 X 10-4 
over the total distance of 15 inches. Figure 6 indicates 
a ·minimum range of (u' v ' J /  tl -m . x to be 4 X 10-4 ac ross 
the width of the mixing regi on, on a curve which has two 
inflection points. Based on this, it is logical to c on­
clude for  the present case that f x (u't is in fact much 
less than tyC� ' v ' ) and may be dr opped from the equation 
of moti on. 
The primary suppositi on .utilized in the reduction 
of the energy equati on was that O ( u' T' ) := O (V' i '), which 
res.ul ted in tx (u' T ') < < 'tv Cv'T'). Figures 7 and 8 show 
(u ' T')/(U !rT)Tl\ u to be somewhat less than (V' T ') /(U LlT)rn a x , 
a result which would support the conclusion that 
:
x(u'T ') <. < : y (if T'). Doubt may be cast on this res1.:1l t, 
however, by recalling that the measurement of (V')2 is • 
somewhat questionable. Neve rtheless, Figure 8 indicates 
a minimum change in (v'T') /(U /1 T) m a )(  of 2 X 10-4 over the 
width of the mixing region , while Figure 7 shows a maxi- · 
mum change of (u 'r"J /(U b. T ) -m a x  of 3 X 10-5 over the t otal 
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length studied� Thus a conclusion that � x (u' T') '  i s  _les -s 
than �Y (V ' T') by an order of magnitude seems prudent , · 
and the resulting equation may be deemed at _leas G 
qualitatively correct. 
Before proceeding further, it is  felt that several 
pecu iarities in the data shou d be noted. glanc at 
�1 2. Figur 4 shows . a -marked skewness of the curve of (U.') U 71l a x  
towar the right, that is, toward the· unheated channel. 
Another noteworthy observation i s  that the curves of trans­
verse velocity fluctuation, temperature fluctuation, mean 
veloc· ty, and mean temperature (Figurei 5, 9, 10 and 11 ) 
o not show a similar skewness. I this is an indication 
of some phy sical phenomenon, the work of other researchers, 
stud" e d  by thi s  author, would not have shown it because of 
the symme.try of the cases studie 
.
• Unf ortunately, the 
author know s of no explanation for this pecul arity. 
Figure 3,  the m xing region boundaries,  is  worthy 
of some d scus s on. Because of the diff culty in estab­
lishing the boundaries, the cur�es should be regarded a s  
approximations, � t  best. Since the init�al momentum 
boundary layer was consid.erably thicker than that for 
temperature, the graph will not show a thermal mixing 
reg on-wider than the momentum region. Nevertheles s, 
appears  that he thermal boundar is spreading more 
rap ly than the momentum boundary. Since, a s  previously 
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noted, variance in the flow conditions was introduced from 
day t o· day, he mixing region was altered to the extent 
that no  observation of the functional nature of the bound­
ary would be valid. Since only one flow setting was 
studied , w th a single temperature differential between 
channels effects of density on mixing region thickness 
cou d not be observed. 
C onsider now Figures 6, 7 and 8 ( u.' v' / U� - ic  
U'  T '  /( !JT m ;{ and V ' T '  /( U. LlT) ,,, u ) .  An explanation 
of he different shapes of these. curves is in order. 
First the curve (u ' v') I sh ows · two inflecti on 
poihts , resulting in negative values over ha�f the mix�ng 
region an positive values over the other half. According 
to  momentum transfer theory, the sign of this term should 
be a functi on of the sign of the. velocity gradient. Thus­
the chang� in signs at th� centerline occurs. Because of 
., 
the incomplete nature of the· experimental data, the actual 
val es of ( 'v') I u·\n ax near the centerline remain in doub t • 
. There s no way of telling where the maximum wil occur 
without more co�piete measurements. Now note that the 
terms c-�-,) /(U � T) 71'1 iH, and (V 'T ' )  / (U 6 T)-m�'I( are of the 
same sign . r ·t should be expected that (V ' T ' )  is p osi­
tive along the negative temperature gradient. Since the 
longitudinal temperature gradient changes from negative 
to  positive as the transverse location moves from the 
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heated channel, , and U ' V ' )  also changes from negative to 
positive the (U ' T' ) should be positive across the full 
widt of the channel.' 
Before discuss · ng the turbulent Prandtl number, 
note should be made of the difficulties involved in its 
calculation. Looking - at equation ( 5-8 ) , · 
(Ci'v') a=r Ja y Pr-:: = {V'T') a - lat (5-8 )  
t becomes obvio s that an experimental calculation will 
become indeterminate at points where the velocity gradient, 
, approaches zero. In the present case this situa­
tion occurred at the outer edges of the mixing region and 
at the center. As a result, considerable variations in 
the calculated value of P,� may be expected near the outer 
edges and the center of the mixing region. 
Now, looking at Figure .12, which is a plot of 
Pr- versus y � it is obvious that Pr, does not have the 
constant value desired, even when the outer edges and the 
center of the mixing region are neglected. As has been 
discussed, some possibility of experimental error is 
present. Tevertheless, ·the other properties of the flow 
field appear to be at least qualitatively in agreement 
wi h the experimental wor � of ot er researchers. Conse­
quently, the calculated values of Pr. should also be 
qualitatively correct. Since no distinguishable pattern 
appears in Figure _ l2, it is felt that the concept of a 
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turbulent Prandtl number has no valid ·physical basis . in · 
the present flow situation. 
CH.APTER VIII 
CO CLUSIOJS AND RECOMMENDATI ON S  
A. Conclusions 
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From the experimental data , the following resul ts 
were obta ned : -
From mean veloc ty and temperature data , i could 
be concluded that the order of . magnitude assumption , 
O(y �<  0 , was valid. A more rapid spread of thermal 
mixing region boundaries than momentum boundaries seemed 
apparen�. No conclusions concerning a functional nature 
of the boundaries could be drawn, however. 
The measurement of fluctuat ng components of 
velocity and temperatu e produced a number of conclusions. 
Though the analyt cal assumption that 
could - o t  be definitely affirmed, the experimental evidence 
that ax G '/ < c:: � (u'v7 ang. 
0
x.(u ' T ') < <  -}y (V'T') s e eme con­
clusive. As a result , the equations of motion and energy ,  
(4-11) and (4-13) ,  proposed for the present flow situation 
appear valid. 
The turbulent Prandtl number was not found to 
be constant or even approach a simply exp ressible func­
tional behavior.  mhus fo the present problem, it appears 
that the turbulent Prandtl number does not give a useful 
expression relating the velocity and temperature profiles 
or their respective boundaries. 
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B. Recommendations 
The wind tunnel appeared t o give satisfactory 
vel ocity and temp rature profiles f or the p�rposes of t he 
present studies. Because the rn asured (v')� term appe�red 
high, how�ver , · t is felt that a m odification of the probe 
mountings should be made to  is olate the probe from the 
vibra ions of the tunnel-wall. This could be d one by 
constructing a s  parate stand for  the probe mountings and 
sealing the tunnel wall with a material such as f oam 
rubber. 
A number of prob ems similar t o  the present case 
could be studied in the future. If additional heat could 
be a ded to the air stream , the versatility of the tunnel 
oul be extended, permitting the study of heat transfer 
n turbulent flows at veloc tie� higher han those studied 
in the pr�sent situ tion. - More advanced studies could be 
undertaken to consider the - statistical nature of turbulent 
flows. From the present viewpoint, a study c ons � dering 
the intermittent nature of the turbulen mixing region 
would be of int · rest. 
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APPENDIX A 
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APPE:NDIX B 
69. 
B e c aus e of the lengthy nature pf a solution to 
e quations ( 6 - 27 ) ,  ( 6 � 28 ) , ( 6 - 29 ) and ( 6 - 30 ) , a solution 
was p r o gramme d enabling the use of an IBM 1 6 2 0  computer. 
T he f o l l owi ng i s  the p ro gram s o lv ing f o r  the values (1,( v ')/CA=t, 
(u' )1/ r/, lVY/ V 2 ' f-rt1=r � (U 'T')/Q T and lv'-r',Vu T. 
100 F 0RMAT ( F7 . 2 , F7 . 3 , 4F4 . l , 2F4 . l , 2F6 . l , F4 . 0 , F5 . 2 )  
101 FORMAT ( 2F5 . 0 , 2F7 . l , F5 . 0 � 4F7 . l ) 
1 10 F ORM AT ( F4 . 0 , F5 . 2 , 2El3 . 7 )  
111  F 0liMAT ( 4E l 3 . 7 ) 
200 READ lOO , B , T , DlA , D2A , DlB , D2B , R A , RB , FOA , FOB , X , Y 
201 READ 10 1 , B NA , FlA , VlA , S l A , F2A , V2A , S2A, V3A , V4A 
202 READ 10 1 , B �B , FlB, VlB, SlB, F2B , V2B , S2B , V3B , V4B 
1 FA= 2 • 5 / ( 1 • + ( B �\TA/ 16 0 0 • ) ➔� ( 1 .  + 4 • ·fr RA ) ) 
2 FB= 2 . 5/ ( l . � ( BNB/1600 . ) * ( l . + 4 . *RB ) ) 
3 · E I A =  ( FA/F lA ) �H�- 2 . ➔t- (  ( VlA-�H�-2 . -Dl A•:;. -:.:- 2 .  ) / ( S l.AiH{-2 . -Vl A�- �-�- 2 .  ) ) 
4 E2A= ( FA/F2A ) -;H�2 . �i" (  ( V2A�� -;�- 2 . - D2A-iH�2 . ) / ( S2 A-;H;.2 . - V2 A"�H� 2 . ) . ) 
5 E lB ==  ( .FB/FlB ) �- -::-2 . * ( (  Vl W,H:-2 . -DlB-;H� 2 . ) / ( S lB ·�- -��- 2 .  - VlB 1H� 2 .  ) ) 
6 E2B = ( FB/F 2B ) -�- -��2 . -�- c ( V2B �H�- 2 . - D2 B•:;. -�-2 . ) / ( s 2B-�- ��2 .  - V2B •;H� 2 . ) ) 
7 X3A= ( V3A➔Ht 2 .  -Dl A�Hi"2 .  -D2A-1H�- 2 . ) / 
( S l MH:-2 . + S2 A.;H;.2 . -Dl A-iH�- 2 . -D2 MH� 2 . ) 
8 E 3 A:: 2 • .;� ( ( 2 • -;i" FA ) / ( F 1 A -t- F 2 A ) ) -iH(. 2 • .;� X 3 A 
9 X3B = ( V3B* ➔ :- 2 . • -D l B•:Hi" 2 . -D2 B-iH�2 . ) / 
( S lB-iH�2 . +  s 2B-� �('2  •. -D lB-:Ht-2 . - D2 :s-:� �(' 2 . ) 
10 E 3 B =2 . 'h. ( ( 2 .  ");"F 8 )  / ( FlB -t- ?23 ) ) �H�- 2 . ;�·1 33 
1 1  X4A =( V4A-lH:- 2 . -Dl MH·2 .  -D2A➔Hi"2. ) / 
( S1A*-i�2 . -t- S 2 A-lH}2 . - VlA-;H:-2 . - V2A-lH:- 2 . ) 
1 2  E4A= 2 . �'" (  ( 2 . i}F A ) / ( F lA+F2A ) ). �H�· 2 . �·X4A 
13 X4B =  ( V4B-�} -��-2 . - DlB-iHi' 2 .  -D2B➔-H:-2 . ) / 
( Sl B�-;:-2 . + S2B ➔H�2 . - Vl:B •;:•-�- 2 .  - V2B -lH}2 .  · ) 
14 E4B-= 2 .  ➔� ( ( 2 .  -�·FB ) / ( FlB + F 2B ) ) ➔Hl"2 .  ➔�X4B 
15 AA= ( l. - ( ( 2 . *FOA ) / (FlA+F?A ) ) ** 2. ) /4 • . · 
16 AB :: ( 1 • . - ( ( 2 • -�-F OB ) / ( .F lB + F 2 B ) ) * * 2 . "  ) / 4 • 
17 B A== l . 7 l ��AA + ( l . 8 6 - . 8 61�RA+ B ) / ( 2 . ➔l" ( RA- l . ) ) 
18 B B::: 1 .  7 1  �-AB + ( 1 .  8 6- . 8 6 ,�RB + B ) / ( 2 • ➔� ( RJ3 - 1 .  ) ) 
19 0 1 A� ( 4 . *AA**2 . ) /T 
20 0 _2.A= ( - 11- . -3�AM�BA ) /T 
2 1  0 3A= 4·. �� AA-lH�- 2 . 
2 2  C4A= - 4 . *A A.:�B A 
23 C5A::: 4 .  ➔�B A* ➔ :- 2 . 
2 4  C 6A=4 . ➔� ( AA/T ) .;H�- 2 . 
2 5  o iB = ( 4 .  -:�•AB ·H-�1" 2 . ) / T  
2 6  C 2B :; - 4  • .:r:·AB1�·BB/T 
27 C 3B= 4 .  -l�AB-lH:- 2 . 
28 C 4B=- - 4 . �·AB;�-BB . 
29  C 5B � 4 . -li"BB-lH:- 2 . 
30 C 6B ::: 4  • .:,.!. ( AB/T )  ➔H� 2 . 
- 70 
3 1  VT = ( E l B- E 2j - ( C l B/C lA ) * ( 3 1 A-E2 A ) ) / ( C2B- O lB*C 2A/O l A )  
3 2 UV =- ( E l  A- E 2 A ) / C l  A� C 2 A.;, VT/Cl A 
• . .  3 3  V== E4B/C6B 
• 
• 
34 EA�E l A- C6A*V/ 4 .  - C lA"»:.uv /2 . - C 2 Ai�VT/2 . -
35 c � ( C4A/2 . ) * (  0 3 A�-C4B - C 3B➔:-c 4A ) 
7 1-
36 n ::::: ( C 3A/4 . ) * (  C 4M� C5B- C5A* C 4B ) - C 5A�} ( C 3A-�'"C 5 B_- C 3B-;� c 5 A ) + C 
37 E: EA➔i" ( C 4A�� C 5B - C 4B �-C5A ) 
38 Dl::: E- C 5 A➔'" ( E 3A * C 5B -E 3 B* C 5 A )  + ( C4 A/ 2 • ) -;.!. ( E 3A �_�C 4 B-E 3B ➔f C 4 A )  
39 F= ( C 3A/ 4 .  ) 1� ( E3A➔�C 5B-F3B-;'"C5 A )  
4 0  D2 =F-EA* ( 03A�- C 5B- C 33*C 5A ) + ( 04A/2 . ) -� ( C 3A➔�E 3B - C 3 B-E3A )  
4 1  G =:=  ( C 3A/4 .  ) -:'" ( C4A-�E3B - C4B-:<E3 A )  . 
4 2 . D3 == G- 05A.,� ( C 3A*E 3 B- 0 3B ➔:•E3A ) +  EA➔� ( 0 3A*C 4B - C 3B -;�-C4A ) 
43 U= Dl/D 
44 T S .::D2/D 
45 UT-=D3/D 
2 10 PUNCH 110, X, Y, UV, VT 
2 1 1  PUN CH 111 , UT, TS, U , V  
_ GO T O  200 
STO;:> 
END 
